
Just in �me for the Rega�a, the new changing rooms
were opened. Lots of work done by lots of people, but
led by Mark and Mar�n. Early responses were that they
seem bigger than before and that the quality of finish
was fantas�c.

Stop Press: Silver Plastic-free Award

DQSC has just
been awarded
the Silver Level
for protec�ng the
seas from plas�c.
Thanks are due to
Clare Few, DQSC’s
Plas�cs’
Champion,
Rachel Russel-
Wells, HC
representa�ve on
the Environment
sub group, the
hard work of the
House
Commi�ee and
of course the
Environment Sub
Group members.

Changing Rooms are Open p8 Regatta 2022 p9-11
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A steady F5 wind and beautiful sunshine greeted
the 18 Solos at DQSC on Saturday 2nd July for the
Solo Open, with 9 home boats making up half the
fleet. These numbers were reduced to 16 when 2
visiting competitors decided that the wind and
conditions were not for them.

The race officer set a short start line from the
Committee boat with an excellent beat towards
the windward mark, which was positioned off the
end of the channel leading to Chichester Marina.
Once around the windward mark there was a
spreader mark to round then a run back through a
'gate' positioned between 2 leeward marks giving
the competitors the choice of which side of the
harbour to return back up to the windward mark.
3 races of about 40 minutes were held 'back-to-
back'. Racing was close and exciting in the strong
winds with spectacular planning conditions and the
odd capsize too�

Tim Lewis from Silverwing SC took first place in race
1, closely followed by Alex Butler from Hayling Island
SC, leaving Simon Derham from Littleton SC in
3rd place. In race 2 Lewis finished again in 1st place,
Fraser Haydon from Papercourt SC took 2nd place
and Derham once again ended 3rd. Alex Butler won
the last race with Haydon 2nd and Derham 3rd.

Overall final places were as follows:
1st Tim Lewis, 2nd Alex Butler, 3rd Fraser Haydon,
4th Simon Derham, 5th Ian Barnet from Chichester
YC, with 6th place taken by Roger Puttock from host
club DQSC.

Other notable results were: First lady - Nikki
Buchanan (DQSC) finishing in 12th place and the
DQSC Solo Class’s own wooden Solo (4075) in
10th place sailed very competently by DQSC Firefly
sailor Ollie Reynolds. It was fabulous to see 4075 out
on the water, giving the opportunity for all members
of DQSC to borrow and try out this beautiful
wooden Solo, fully kitted out to racing
specifications.

After racing, refreshments and prize giving were
enjoyed by all, with credit given to all involved in
staging this successful event in such testing wind
conditions. Amongst the prizes awarded was the
Mike Shaw Trophy, dedicated to the memory of
Mike, a very popular member of the DQSC Solo
fleet, who sadly passed away after a long illness.
This trophy is awarded to the 1st placed DQSC Solo
in this event, won this year by Roger Puttock.

Solo Open Report - 2nd JulyView from the Helm

This season has started as I would have liked the two
previous ones to have started: with the Club in full
swing. It was fantastic to see our refitted changing
rooms commissioned in time for the Club’s Regatta,
which was once again a triumph of organisation by
your House, Cruiser and Sailing Committees, led by
Mark Moranne. It truly was a celebration of
everything members enjoy on the water: sailing of
course, but alongside rowing, paddleboarding and
kayaking. The club was busy throughout the day
and I, at long last, got my first row in Seafox – I can
see why rowing has really taken off and I would
encourage everyone to give it a go. In the sailing
there was great competition in all classes and it was
great to have our Itchenor guests in attendance
again after sending their regatta tea and prizes back
with their support boat last year due to Covid.
Many thanks to everyone who made it such a special
day�

I mentioned the refitted changing rooms. First of all,
a big thank you to member and our contractor
James Cammack and his team, and to everyone who
gave up time to help hit the deadline, especially
Martin Moss, Mark Moranne and Iain Campbell. Not
unexpectedly there have been some teething issues,
but those will be overcome and these facilities will
last the Club for many years. We are very lucky to
be members of a friendly club enjoying what is
already a highly inclusive sport. Sailing doesn’t have
the boundaries of other sports - it is enjoyed by
women, men, families and at all ages without
barriers. For example, there are no special
uniforms, kit or gender based teams - we are equal
participants. DQSC has historically been inclusive,
welcoming members who are not abled bodied,
have hidden disabilities or are trans gender. With
this in mind, the current development of the club’s
facilities aims to improve on this welcoming and
flexible approach. We are also developing our own
equality, diversity and inclusion strategy as
encouraged by the RYA to be sure that we are truly
welcoming members from right across our local
community.

So as well as two newly refurbished changing rooms,
there is another space which can be used separately
as required. That could mean for someone with
special needs, families, or instructors who need to
escape Junior Week sailors. In order to make that
fully flexible, we may occasionally swap the two

main changing rooms between women and men to
match our expected attendance at events – we will
make sure that the signage is clear� When we are
able to develop the ground floor, we plan to include
better facilities for disabled access and general toilet
provision.

Returning to the water, I finally managed to get a
decent trip in last weekend, having entered our
Moody 31 ‘Amore’ in the Round the Island Race.
Martin Watson’s ‘Frith’ and Mark Moranne’s ‘Mon
Amie’ completed the Dell Quay team. We all did
well, Martin doing the best and were placed 8th out
of 11 teams entered. This is such a great race and
I’m looking forward to next year already�

And we have much to look forward to as the season
continues. As I write this, the Solo Open is only a
few days away, and the Firefly Open not far behind.
We have Fun Fridays, Sunday Fundays, racing,
rowing social events and just lots of just messing
about in boats still to look forward to yet this year� I
hope you enjoy whatever craft you take on the
water this year and I look forward to seeing you at
the Club soon.

B�� Al���, C��mod��� D��� Qu�� S����n� C���
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How long have you been a member of Dell Quay? Thought the family
joined when our youngest, Juliette, was about a year old. She’s now a 17-
year-old DI. But SCM says I joined in 2008.

When did you learn to sail? I don’t think I ever learned to sail. And I can’t
sail� I am convinced I have ‘knot dyslexia’, no sense of direction and that
something goes wrong with my balance as soon as I set foot on a boat. My
first sailing memory is setting out as crew with a friend (aged about 10) in
her Mirror dinghy on the Barwon River (Victoria, Australia). The sails filled
and she shouted with authority: ‘Ready About�’ I turned around to ask her
‘What does that mean?’ I learned the hard way (and went for a swim and
found out about ‘Man Overboard’).

I’ve done several sailing courses, I’ve crossed the channel half a dozen times or so (main jobs: ballast and
helping with the sing along), I’ve sat in the middle of our Wayfarer (long gone) passing our children around the
boat to take turns steering and as a family we’ve been lucky enough to charter some yachts abroad and enjoy
wonderful sailing holidays.

Why did you become the Honorary Secretary? The short answer is: I sat next to one of the Two Most
Dangerous Women at Dell Quay: Sue Nash. The long answer is: I sat next to the other Most Dangerous
Woman at Dell Quay: Anne Sprules.

To explain: our main contact as a family with Dell Quay in the early days was through Junior Week. At first,
only my eldest could join in due to the age restrictions so I was mostly at home with the other two and
husband Pete covered the duties. Once they were all able to participate, I was able to lend a hand in the
galley. Anne Sprules asked me to join the JW galley team with her and Annette Moranne. And I think we’ve
run it together for the past 5 years or so. Anne also invited me to join the house committee as social secretary.
I was worried about the time commitment (aren’t we all�) so Annette and I hatched a plan to job share, which
worked really well.

About three years ago Sue suggested the role of Honorary Secretary when Ben Alcott became Commodore. I
accepted and luckily my predecessor Piers (now RC Cruising) remained on the General Committee and was
able to provide some mentoring in the role.

Best thing about volunteering at Dell Quay? Lots of things. First, I’ve met a load more people and feel very
much a part of the club. Most of the past two decades of my life have been devoted to our family and home.
Although rewarding, at times and I wondered whether my brain still worked, or more worryingly, whether I
still had a brain� Volunteering at DQ has given me an opportunity to revisit and re employ many of my old
legal skills and to learn some new ones too, particularly in IT (at which I am still rubbish, but less so than
before�). I’ve had to think about things like strategy, communications, Covid regulations, corporate
governance, menus for Fun Fridays, riot control at JW, rodents, web cams, privacy, new IT systems, agendas,
minutes, EDI, property….the list goes on� Because we are all volunteers, it’s both a forgiving and supportive
environment in which to take on new challenges. And mostly it’s fun�

Volunteering is my way of putting something back into the club in return for the many benefits my family and I
have enjoyed at Dell Quay. Even if you’re not much of a sailor, you can still be involved in the club. If you have
a bit of spare time and are looking for something new – we might have just to the role for you�

Volunteer Profile - Honorary SecretaryDinghy Fleet Update
From the Solo Fleet (Roger Puttock)….

The Solo Spring Championship were recently held at Felpham SC. Mark Harper
represented DQSC and finished overall 15th out of 50 entrants which is a great
achievement in such a competitive fleet. Mark finished a highly commendable 8th
place in his best race of the day - congratulations to Mark.

May saw a large number of successes in the Solo fleet throughout the different Series
taking place throughout this month. A total of 10 Solos have been out in the water
enjoying close and competitive racing.

If this is something you would like to get
involved with we have a boat is waiting for you�
……our lovely Class Solo 4075 is available for use
and help will be given to rig her up and show
anyone the ropes and come racing in this
extremely friendly and competitive fleet �
Come and have a go and realise what fun it is to
be competing in this large Class at DQSC with
close racing throughout the fleet … no matter
where you are … there will always be another
Solo near you to hone your skills�

Please follow the link on the Solo page on the website or contact either Roger or Mark for any help or advice�

The story of Solo 4075 is told in a double page spread - read on.

From the Handicap Fleet (Duncan Llewelyn)….

It’s amazing how many different boats are available
for varying levels of skill and weight. And one of the
great things about the Handicap fleet is you never
know what boat someone will turn up in. James
Pound was the latest, bringing an RS600 to the club
(see picture of a RS600). He mentioned something
about still being young enough. You can see it
involves a harness and great balance.

We have Vareos which are a single hander with a
spinnaker, RS400s which are often seen zigzagging
on a downwind leg to maximise the effect of the
spinnaker as well as dayboats with red sails which
travel at a leisurely pace. If anyone would like advice
on buying a boat, ask around and you will get a
different reply from all of us, but maybe Sue, the
Fleet Captain, will give you the voice of reason.

Dinghy Fleet Update
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You spoke, we listened and acted!
Thank you for the positive feedback on hospitality at the club. However, we noted
two main areas for improvement.
1. Broader food offer at the galley
2. More frequent bar opening.

We are keen to offer a range of foods at the galley, and this depends on the skills
and interested of the Galley Supervisor. Please contact Annette or I
(rchouse@dellquaysc.co.uk and socialsecretary@dellquaysc.co.uk) if you are
interested in joining us. However, we had added new items to our weekend
menus which we hope you enjoy.

We will aim to open the bar shutters when the galley is open, if the timing is suitable. If you would like to buy
drinks, please ask the galley crew. We will either serve you or ask another member to help out.
House committee is looking at ways of opening the bar at other times, if there is interest. More details to follow.

The Honest Galley has returned, post Covid. Please enjoy hot drinks at the club anytime, and act responsibly. It

HouseSocials
The social season at DQ got off to a flying start with a spicy Mexican evening with a delicious supper by Pam
Foden and a memorable talk from Tristan Gooley on How to Read Water.

Thirty gathered for a Juniors and Families social at the end of April, with Junior Leads Andy and Carol Morley
introducing the junior programme for 2022. Harvey Hilary shared some thoughts about junior racing and RC
Sailing Peter Binning welcomed all the the juniors. This is a relatively new event; the intention is to get the
juniors and their families together at the beginning of the season and hopefully boost participation - we
could hear some of the juniors saying 'I want to try that�' And the mega SUP came along too - it really is
mega�

The first 'in real life' new members' evening was on 14th May. We were blessed with a beautiful evening by
way of back drop as well as very jolly new members milling about the club. A series of short presentations

explaining various aspects of the club were made by members of the GC. And we noted that several
members of the galley crew were 'all ears', learning more about the club. Delicious nibbles and drinks all
added to the atmosphere."

Events coming up include the August Bank Holiday BBQ is on Saturday 27th August. Fun Fridays are under
with action starting at 4pm 22nd July, 5th & 19th August ending 2nd Sept. You can book a tasty supper to enjoy
after your water activity, or simply come and eat and drink at the club. These are great ways to meet other
members and enjoy our beautiful setting on a summer’s evening. For all events, book early so we know you
are coming. Pay online if you can or pay by card on the night.

If you’d like to join our team of enthusiasts who help plan the menus and produce food at weekend, please
consider becoming a Galley Supervisor. You’ll be trained and supported, and can shadow other Galley
Supervisors until you feel happy in the galley. All new ideas and fresh energy is most welcome� Let me know
if you have other ideas or feedback on the hospitality at the club by emailing rchouse@dellquaysc.co.uk.

Look forward to seeing you on and off the water, enjoying our wonderful setting.

May Visitors

Regular users of the water will notice two annual
visitors in May, jellyfish and seaweed. The ones we
normally see are moon jellyfish, or moon jelly,
recognisable by the four circles visible through the
translucent white bell. These four circles are
gonads, the reproductive organs located at the
bottom of the stomach, and they are normally
purple in colour. Moon jellies are common in
British seas and are often found washed
up on shore.

Moon jellies have short, delicate
tentacles that hang down from the sides
of the bell. They catch their plankton
prey using a layer of mucus over their
bells before passing the microscopic
meals into their mouth parts using
special tentacles.

Moon jellyfish have two main stages to
their lifecycle: polyp and medusa. The
latter is the adult, bell-shaped, floating
jellyfish we are familiar with. The former
is a small stalk that attaches to a rock
and divides into buds that break free to
become adults. They range in size from

5 to 40cm (2 to 16”) and don’t usually live longer
than six months.

Jellyfish are 95% water and have no brain, blood or
heart. That’s good to know that they may not mind
being throw at each other by the juniors. And no
they don’t sting.
Source: The Wildlife Trusts

D�nc�� L�������

S�r�� Eg��et��
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I have loved being RC House for the past 6 years…meeting great people and having lots of fun overseeing the
hospitality ‘side of things’ at the club. DQSC thrives on the enormous willingness of the marvellous members to
keep giving their time and effort, and for those of us who love feeding others and throwing parties, it really is
great fun to be on HC!
I joined the club about 27 years ago and have enjoyed dinghy sailing and racing, cruising, paddle boarding and
now rowing! I trained as a Dinghy Instructor 17 years ago and thereafter as a Senior Instructor 2 years later. This
enabled me to be thoroughly involved in junior training for many years, particular in the running of Junior Week.
As my children were growing up, it was a privilege to be so involved in the running of such a ‘jewel in the crown’
of our club.
I remain passionate about sailing and continue to love my Laser with a radial rig, and our newly acquired Gem
18, which we hope will allow us to enjoy the harbour and the Solent!
I hope you have a fabulous season ‘on and off’ the water. Do come to our social events. They really are great fun
and terrific value.
Happy sailing and happy times at the club!
Sarah.
RCHouse
Chief Instructor Sailing.

Volunteer Profile - Chief Sailing Instructor

Refurbished Changing Rooms
For those who haven’t seen them yet, here’s
a glimpse of the new look changing rooms.
The floor under the gents’ showers was
ro�en and needed a complete relaying. The
parent - child / small changing room is s�ll
under construc�on, but the Ladies & Gents
are now fully opera�onal and ready for use.
The hot water is also working, but check how
to switch on before sailing.

The Commodore men�oned that whilst they
will have signs showing which is which, they
have been designed to be flexible to
accommodate either gender as demand
requires at special events.

The lockers are due to be refi�ed soon if they
haven't already.

DQSC Regatta & Family Fun Day
18th June 2022

Mark Moranne (Event leader)

The Dell Quay SC 2022 Regatta and family funday
was the first of several premier club events
programmed for this year.

On the day the morning was a little cloudy with
some threatening cloud cover. So with our fingers
crossed the beach crew began preparations for the
event. The forecast was good with the promise of
NE 10 to 15 knots of wind, some sunshine and an
early afternoon high tide. The galley crew under
the supervision of Anne Sprules had arrived much
earlier and were active, preparing lunches for all
the volunteers and ensuring a tantalising selection
of delicious cakes and sandwiches would be
available during the day for the expected guests
and members.

Preparation
After a team briefing at 10.15, Henry Bettle our
Bosun & his team got under way. Bunting was
hung, flags were set, and some last-minute spit and
polish ensured that the new changing rooms were
available for the event. This was followed by
fuelling up, preparing & launching the safety boats
in preparation for the days racing.
Under the stewardship of Will Parrett as RO a
racecourse was planned, the first race was due to
start at 14.15.
There was to be class racing and a fast and slow
handicap race with several of our juniors
competing also in what was proving to be quite
challenging conditions.
In total 42 boats competed in the Regatta, this
included a strong number from both the Solo and
Firefly class, together with the Solent Sunbeams, X
One design and the National Swallow's from
Itchenor Sailing Club who finished on the DQ line.

Activities
There was a hive of activity on the club pontoon as
the club’s rowing boat "Seafox" and the club SUP'S
were prepared by volunteers Jon Wilburn, Martin
Moss and Steve Potter. Try out sessions for all
comers on Seafox and the SUP'S were held
throughout the day only to be temporarily
suspended in the afternoon for a super racing
display by the Victoria class model yacht crew.

The bar was open and the galley in full swing where
the results of the labours of the galley volunteers
were enjoyed by all. The day finished with a prize
giving on the balcony by our Commodore Ben
Alcott, who presented prizes for 1st 2nd and 3rd
positions in all classes.
All in all, a successful day was achieved with some
lively racing and an insight into all the activities
available to members at our club.

Spirit
All of this was made possible by the dedicated
team of volunteers who made it happen. They
drove safety boats, issued bulletins from down
harbour, provided maintenance, refulled petrol
tanks, baked cakes,prepared sandwiches, served in
the bar, greeted guests and controlled parking,
took photos and even flew a drone� And many
other things before and on the day. I would like to
personally thank all of you for giving up your time
and keeping alive the spirit of Dell Quay.

Drone View. Footage from the drone is being
edited and will be available on the website shortly.
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Environmental Sub Group Update

FWildlife Awareness

The week of the 20th June – 26th June is�was the
Green Blue Wildlife Awareness week. We are
working with The Conservancy and the Friends to
ensure that our members respect, protect and
enjoy the wildlife present in the Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty that is Chichester
Harbour. This is clearly an all year round important
message not just for the June week so DQSC will
continue to remind you of what we need to do on
and off the water to protect our wildlife.

Galley taking steps towards goals of Environment
Action Plan

Like all areas of DQSC, the House Committee has a
number of actions to achieve the goals of the club’s
Environmental Plan. Some of these will be easier
to reach than others and while there has been
plenty of work behind the scenes, it is only now
that the club is back up and running post-Covid that
we can properly start to focus on implementing
improvements.

We are already making good progress in using
environmentally sensitive cleaning products and
reducing our reliance on single use plastics. Other
aspects we want to look at are minimising the
amount of waste generated in the galley and the
sustainable sourcing of food.

The New Member’s Evening is a great example of
how we can begin to think differently. Andrew
Cutler took on the role of Galley Supervisor for the
event and gave particular thought and attention to
doing just that.

Reflecting on his planning for the event Andrew
said, “I certainly wanted to offer Vegan�Gluten free
guests a good variety of canapés, whilst showing
other guests that Vegan�Gluten free options do not
compromise on flavour”. As someone who got to
sample the canapés on the night, I can confirm they
were absolutely delicious and definitely opened my
eyes to foods which might be seen as more
challenging. One of Andrew’s other aims was to
minimise the carbon footprint of the evening. He
selected some plant-based options and tried to
purchase locally sourced produce where possible.
Special thanks to Apuldram Roses for their

generosity in donating fresh eggs for the Devilled
Egg Vol-au-vents�

Andrew also limited both the number of car
journeys taken to purchase food and the waste
thrown away. With the exception of a couple of
internet purchases, quite literally everything
bought for the event was picked up when Andrew
was doing his weekly grocery shopping (on his way
home from work), so no extra miles of driving were
necessary. He felt it was the right thing to do, and
with current fuel costs made sense on so many
levels. In the early weeks Andrew bought items
such as drinks with long sell by dates and no
storage space issues, gradually leading up to the
fresh items on his last shop, avoiding packaging if
possible. There was minimal food waste at the end
and most left-overs could be reused in another
form.

Any event at DQSC requires a huge amount of
preparation work but Andrew went to extra lengths
to achieve his aims. This may not be feasible for
every event, especially in the short term but
definitely food for thought and an impressive move
towards where we want to be.

Rachel Russel-Wells
House Committee Environment Lead
.

Ra���� Ru���-W��l�

Each Year, 400Million Tonnes Of Plastic Is Produced

40%of that is single–useplasticwe’ll only useoncebefore it’s thrown into thebin andendsup inour landfills. Onceplastic
begins tobreakdown, it breaks down into smaller pieces calledmicroplastics. Thesemicroplastics are all over our planet
andareeasily ingestedbywildlife.

1million seabirds are killedbyeatingor getting trapped inplastic each year.

Researchhas shownplastic found in the stomachof sea creatures fromthedeepest trenches in theoceans.

Recent research foundplastic in the stomachsof every seal, dolphin&whale sampledamong those thatwere
washeduponUK shores.

Plastic has been found tobeenteringourown food chain.

If you didn’t know, DQSC has just been awarded Silver Single Use Plastic Free Accreditation. And in the last
edition of Quay News the Environment sub group asked you: ‘What are you doing to eradicate single use
plastics from your homes?’ So how have you got on?

Here’s a quick check list for you to see how you’re doing:

The Single Use Plastic Challenge
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Strategy
The past few months have seen the GC busy getting the 2022 – 2027 strategy ready for this year’s AGM. With
luck, we should be able to publish it in advance of final papers going to members for the AGM. This means you
will have a chance to review it and provide comments before the AGM. We are proposing to put it to members
for formal approval at the AGM.

Many themes and values from the existing strategy continue: getting more people on the water, being a club
run by the members for the members, friendship and respect. And some which were implied are now express:
for example, that all are welcome (which is part of our drive for Equality, Diversity and Inclusion – EDI). Similarly,
protection of our environment, particularly Chichester Harbour, is now part of our proposed strategy going
forward.

Members’ Survey 2022
As part of developing the strategy, we’ve looked both at the numerical results of the survey (the ‘score’ for each
question) as well as the comments from members. We’ve published the output from the survey on the website
. The results have had a real impact on the strategy, for example there was a strong call for more paddle sports
and the view on our facilities has informed the strategy for updating our buildings. Some of the free text
comments have already been acted on (e.g. the return of the honesty galley), some are still work in progress
(e.g. revisiting the kayak storage), but they remain a resource for the GC to keep responding to feedback from
members

Values
One of the most important parts of the strategy is the values that we believe are at the core of the Club. These
are:

Friendship is an essential element of our Club
· We welcome everyone to our Club
· We celebrate the company of one another at and away from the Club
· We take pride in all our members’ achievements

Mutual Respect forms the basis of our sport and our Club
· We respect those who officiate our events and accept their decisions
· We respect the rules of our sport and of our Club
· We respect the commitment to volunteer

Enjoyment is the reason we participate in water sports
· We encourage members to enjoy all their activity and experiences on the water
· We help our members develop their skills, and our RYA Training Centre is a key part of this
· We safeguard our members

We Support each other in creating our Club as part of the wider community
· We uphold the tradition of camaraderie in sports clubs
· We offer our time and skills to support both on the water and off the water activity
· We celebrate the diversity of the sailing community
· We recognise the increasingly diverse community in which we are situated, and we strive to be relevant and
welcoming to all

We take Pride in our Club and its beautiful surroundings
· We take personal responsibility and work with each other to maintain and improve the facilities we all enjoy
· We work with the rest of the Chichester Harbour community to protect its beauty and sustainability

The GC is looking for ways to make these embedded in everything we do and more visible as they form a guide
for all members. Your ideas are welcome.

General Committee Update
A�it� F�lt�� (H�� Se��et���)

Continued
ED&I
This is a ‘new’ area for Dell Quay although we have always strived to be a welcoming and inclusive club. There
are some small changes taking place (alterations to the wording on our website) as well as somemore significant
ones, such as the family changing area which is gender neutral.

There are many reasons why fostering EDI principles is important. First, we should be representative of the
community in which we are based. Experience shows that a more diverse community usually leads to more
creativity and a better performing organization. There is also a quiet strength in the concept of feeling that you
belong to a particular organization. We expect funding for future projects will require us to demonstrate
adoption of ED&I principles. And if we mean business when it comes to getting more people on the water, we
must ensure we offer equality of opportunity, that we are diverse and that we are inclusive.

We’ve already had some success with juniors who have additional learning needs (and what a great addition they
are to the club�) This will be a slow journey involving several small steps, but it is one the GC very much wishes
to undertake.

The Value of our Resources
Our most important resource is of course our people – the members of Dell Quay. We face some challenges to
deliver a good offering of across the board without over stretching our members. It’s worth repeating that one
of the best ways of making friends and getting to know more about the club is to volunteer for some duties – if
you’re new, perhaps domore than 2� There’s some guidance on the website as to what various duties entail (see:
Volunteering at Dell Quay).

When it comes to resource allocation and priorities in the club, our guiding principle is that the club is here for
all members – whether they be informal sailors going out on the water, dinghy racers or cruisers, our cruising
community or part of the growing number of paddlers. When the club is open, it’s open for all and our resources
are there for all. There is some work underway in the committees to balance the number of volunteers we have
with the number of roles which need filling. The committees are looking at various options and we hope to have
some ways forward in the next few months

Situations Vacant
We’ve got a couple of posts we need to fill. If you are able to help, please contact Anita Fulton at
honsecretary@dellquaysc.co.uk.

1. Membership Secretary.
Your role is to manage prospective membership queries and applications. This usually entails replying to queries
by email, sending out application forms, filing the forms electronically and meeting prospective newmembers at
the club for a tour.

Enjoying meeting new people and extending a warm welcome are the main two pre requisites along with living
not too far from the club. Much of this role (other than the tours) can however be done from the comfort of your
own home. The tours are conducted at a mutually convenient time; members of the GC often undertake the
tours if you can’t find a convenient time. The previous membership secretary (who did a brilliant job but has
stepped down due to family commitments far from the Club) is available to discuss the role.

2. Year Book Editor
We’re looking for someone to help put together the Year Book. One of our members has done a sterling job for
several years but would now like to hand over the reins. The yearbook production follows finalization of the
calendar. Planning usually starts late in the year (November-December) and is finished by end of Feb. It can be
busy in January and February bringing it all together.

It is a role which can be done from home. Usually the editor attends a GC meeting for final sign off. A working
knowledge of word and excel is required. Both the incumbent and other key volunteers would support you in this
role. Thanks to some work done by JR (duties co-ordinator) a large chunk of the yearbook is produced
automatically following the finalization of the calendar.
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Duncan Llewelyn

Towing Refresher

Becalmed in the recent Bank Holiday mini series, I was grateful to see the Patrol Boat for a tow home. It
doesn’t happen very often, but thought it a good idea to remind helms what happens when you need a tow.

What Helms should do
1. Patrol boat will throw you a line which you should wrap around your mast three times and hold the rope
to maintain pressure. This is to ensure the helm can release their dinghy if there’s a problem.

2. While being towed, centreboard raised or nearly raised and full rudder. If centreboard is down, a capsize is
more likely. Sail should be down or clew released if towing downwind. Sail should also be lowered if it’s very
windy.

3. If there are two boats, easiest solution is for the second boat to throw their painter to the first dinghy. First
dinghy can the tie the line to their toe strap using a Rolling hitch or Round turn and two half hitches, ie an
easy, quick release knot. The first boat helm should watch the towed boat throughout so they can release
them if there’s a problem. The painter should be at least a boat length or you will be in danger of running
into first dinghy. First boat should raise their rudder when in the middle with a nearly raised centreboard.

4. Alternatively, the second boat can be tied alongside the RIB. Patrol boat will tie front painter onto a cleat
using a quick release figure of eight fastening. It needs to be tied tightly to the RIB.

What can helms do to make this as easy as possible, particularly if done in poor weather?

Floating painter min one boat length. This is in case Patrol boat needs to quickly access a line. Floating rope
makes this easier to pick up as throwing rope in high winds is difficult. And it avoids wrapping around the
propeller. Available from Force 4 for under £10�

With thanks to PB Chief Instructor Andy for checking over the copy.

Rolling hitch Round turn & two half hitches

S�nd�� F�nd�y�

Sunday Fundays is open to all Junior Members aged 10 years and over. They are about learning to love just
messing about in boats. Choose from Dinghy Sailing, Rowing, Stand-up Paddleboarding, Kayaking�Canoeing or
a mixture of all four. Booking online via the Juniors link. Some photos on a windy 26th June. Credit Sue Nash.

Juniors
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Socials in Pictures
Mexican evening 26th March - Bruce and Helena Dupee

Family social 30th April

Carol and Aimee Morley

Summer Party 25th June

Craft Fair - 4th Dec
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Over the past few years, the Dell Quay SC Solo fleet
has been growing steadily in numbers and now
boasts the second highest fleet in terms of racing
numbers within Chichester Harbour - our friends at
Hayling Island SC are in a secure top spot.

During the spring and summer season the Solo fleet
has regular Solo class racing on Sundays, and for this
season, the tides are very favourable, and we have
planned over 70 days of racing at Dell Quay. The
fixture list for 2022 is one of the busiest for several
years, with class racing, or training sessions, at every
suitable high tide.

To help encourage the Solo class to grow, the
decision was made in 2021 by two existing Solo
owners (who currently race Solo FRP boats) to buy a
wooden Solo for members to try out.

The sailing club does have a range of existing ‘hire
boats’, which belong to the club and are maintained
by volunteers but these are classes such as the Pico
and RS Feva, not competitive adult racing dinghies.

So a decision was made to have this ‘DQSC Club
Solo’ in private ownership kept in tip top racing
condition and ready to use. As part of the deal with
the club, a boat berth was made available at no cost.

We needed to find a boat that was down to weight,
structurally sound, no rot and unmolested… It was
by chance Roger Puttock was scanning the small ads
on ‘Apollo Duck’ and found his old, wooded Solo
4075 for sale in a part dismantled�stripped (this is an
ideal condition to check for rot and structural
issues). Roger had purchased the boat from new
from Tony Thresher in 1996 and sailed the boat
regularly at Papercourt SC until it was sold, and a
new Winder FRP purchased at that time. So, after a
swift phone call, we hitched the trailer up, a deal
was done and 4075 was on its way back to
Chichester and the DQSC workshop for restoration.

The Key to Solo Success at Dell Quay
M��� H����� - ��i��� �� S�l� ������ mag�����

The 3 main aims of having a Club Solo are:

1. To have a Solo available for potential new
members of Dell Quay SC who wish to try out a Solo
before purchasing one and joining the Club.

2. To have a Solo available to current members of
DQ from other Classes who would like to use her for
occasional racing and an introduction into how
lovely these boats are.

3. To have a spare boat available to the members of
the Solo fleet to use when their own boats are
either off the water or packed up for travelling
Series.

One of the success stories of keeping the
enthusiasm going at DQSC during the season was to
form a WhatsApp group for the Solos, which nearly
every day sparked some Solo topic of discussion,
ranging from the discussion on the weather, what to
wear, to differences in sails and mast types etc.

In between the regular weekly races (due to tide
constraints) we would also regularly go out
weekdays and have informal race training sessions.
Lots of starting sessions (3,2,1 go sequences) and
windward � leeward courses etc.

You can book the Club Solo by visiting
https:��dqscsolo.wordpress.com
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Sue Nash

Chi Fed Environmental Forum
1. Background
The Chichester Harbour Federation Environmental Forum continue to use the Green Blue Programme
(thegreenblue.org.uk) to encourage member organisations, like DQSC and other sailing clubs, marinas and
marine business to become more sustainable by:
• raising awareness of key environmental issues impacting the harbour
• providing information and share best practise between organisations
• promoting sustainable choices and decision making within organisations
• working together, reduce our impact on our environment.

The CHF Environmental Forum was established a year ago. For simplicity in our plan we use the 2022 is the
start of Year 2 for the Environmental Forum.

2. CHF Website Environmental pages
Environmental information is now on the CHF website: chifed.org�environmental-forum�

3. ForumMeetings
Richard Austin, AONB Manager, attended our February zoom meeting to give us an update on the future
work of CHaPRoN - Chichester Harbour Protection and Recovery of Nature. The initiative will focus on
priority habitats such as saltmarsh, seagrass, and oysters, as these are at the biggest risk of further loss, have
a high natural capital value, and are great at carbon fixing. The ambition is wider though and will seek to
create wildlife recovery areas stretching from Langstone Harbour in the West to Pagham Harbour in the east
and linking terrestrially to the South Downs National Park a mile to the north of Chichester Harbour AONB.

The focus of our first face to face meeting in March focused on getting started with discussions on how to
embed the environment into our organisations’ committee structure, writing a policy, carrying out a
review�audit and raising awareness.

4. The environmental baseline Survey

This is repeated at the start of each year and will help to measure the progress in all the CHF organisations.
The survey charts the progress with regards as to whether the participating organisations have:

a. An environmental leadership structure –
a lead or co-ordinator, an environmental�sustainability working group.

b. Have an environmental policy
c. Carried out a review�audit – repeated at appropriate timescales
d. Have an environment�sustainability Action�Performance Plan
e. Raise awareness amongst their membership.
f. Commitment to Single Use Plastic Free Accreditation
g. Plans for Wildlife Awareness Week
h. Plans for beach cleans

We have moved from the ‘getting started’ phase with setting up leads, reviews and action plans to looking at
some specific environmental areas – energy and water usage�preservation and reduction, waste
management and of course water pollution. Apart from where our organisations are working with the Clean
Harbour Partnership etc the focus of the forum with regards to water pollution, in the words of Gandhi: ‘Be
the change you want to see’�

5. Wildlife Awareness Week – 20th – 26th June.
This is a National Event during which we have agreed to create awareness in Chichester Harbour with partners
– the Conservancy and the Friends of Chichester Harbour. We have collaborated on some email banners so
that, as each organisation communicates with their members and customers during the week, one of the
banners can be attached.

The Friends are focusing on the Tern Banner. The Return of the Terns is a joint project between the Friends of
Chichester Harbour and the Conservancy secured funding in 2021 for £182,300 from the Green Recovery
Challenge Fund to support the harbour's population of common terns, sandwich terns and little terns in our
harbour.

There is a generic banner for all wildlife awareness - The Conservancy have launched a new leaflet if you
would like more information:
conservancy.co.uk�page�paddlesport

There is also a seal specific banner - if you want more information on protecting seals please refer to the
Solent Seal Code of Conduct:
conservancy.co.uk�assets�files�cms_item�27�d-The_Solent_Seals_Code_of_Conduct-VTYECeaU3G.pdf
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1. How long have you been at Dell Quay?
About 30 years
2. Where did you learn to sail? My dad taught me
in a Heron at Cuckmere Haven and on holidays on
the Norfolk Broads. The family kept the Heron for
many years until it eventually sank with me and my
mother aboard, just off the Quay at Bosham�
3. First boat? A very early Fireball which I sailed
off the beach at Newhaven & Seaford SC.

4. Favourite boat? A 49er - it was fantastic to sail
with an almost seamless transition to planing
upwind and it really rewarded good boat handling.
We had to learn completely new ways of tacking and
gybing just in order to stay upright in this boat, but
when we got it right the rewards were brilliant.

Most memorable sailing outing? The Boss Eurocup
double at Campione Del Garda and St Moritz. Drove
down in a Landrover with my crew and a lovely
Scottish father and daughter team who were sailing
their Buzz. We were towing the Topper six boat
triple stacker with two Bosses (one brand new still in
its wrappers), two Isos and two Buzzes� Driving
along the North shore of Lake Garda, the road
passes through a number of raw tunnels carved into
the cliff face, which get increasingly narrow towards
the top and leaving little room for the big six boat
trailer. Then we met a large Italian campervan
travelling at speed in the opposite direction. He
didn’t slow down at all, hitting the tunnel roof
scattering pieces of fibreglass all over the road, but
carried on - this was clearly a normal occurrence in
this part of Italy�

Sailing at Campione was classic Garda champagne
conditions each day, with the morning katabatic
wind dying at midday to be replaced by a good
warm, sunny force 5 anabatic wind in the opposite
direction after lunch for a nice civilized start time for
racing - wonderful� After 2 days racing at Campione,
we drove up a narrow pass from Italy up into
Switzerland and St Moritz. Passing through a
mountain village, the gate proved a little too small
for the trailer and we had to walk it through, having
lowered the tyre pressures to get a precious extra
inch of clearance and accompanied by much hooting
of horns from the queueing cars waiting to get
through�

Conditions at St Moritz were quite unlike anything I
have ever experienced - the 6000 feet altitude and
surrounding mountains make extraordinary gusts,
seemingly hitting the lake almost directly
downwards at times and causing complete mayhem.
In the first race we rounded in the leading bunch in
about 4th place only to find all the leading boats
capsizing as they hoisted their kites - I remember
threading our way through the melee of capsizing
boats, including pushing aside a mast as it came
down on top of me whilst my crew continued to
hoist the kite, apparently in complete ignorance of
the danger, but on the way to a win that race. Sadly
our luck did not hold and we were hit by a gust in
the second race and pitch poled backwards whilst
sailing upwind off the start line. The event was
immortalised in a brilliant video (which I still have)
presented by a very young Nick Knowles and Kate
Garraway, who would probably pay good money to
stop anyone seeing it now� The trip was an
unforgettable experience which I will always cherish.

The Big Reveal
B��� D�����

6. And a sailing experience you’d like to forget?
Burned on my memory is the 1999 49er event at
Torbole, Lake Garda, crewing for Richard Hall. As we
launched for a practice in the late afternoon one
day, a local warned us that it looked like a storm was
coming in, but, being young(er) and foolish, and as
the wind seemed quite moderate with many other
competitors also going out, we decided to continue.
We promised ourselves that we would keep a
weather eye out and head back in at the first sign of
trouble. We headed upwind for a couple of miles,
then saw some angry looking clouds up ahead and
so turned around and hoisted the kite to head back
in. Too late� As we headed back the wind suddenly
picked up, getting progressively stronger and
stronger and I remember the whole boat leaping off
the waves whilst we tried to stay in touch, twin-
wiring off the back the wings with all the sails
ragging. All too quickly we came back towards
Torbole and I had to get the spinnaker down. This
proved rather tricky and we pitchpoled as I came off
the wire and started to drop the kite. The wind was
now howling and after a few further capsize rolls we
realized we couldn’t sail the boat in, but, as we were
only about 30 yards from the shore and club house,
decided to drop the sails and try to come in under
bare poles. Even this proved too hard for us and we
ended up with the boat on its side drifting fast,
under the windage of the wings, towards the rocky
Torbole harbour wall. Fortunately our fellow British
team mates on the shore saw our plight and ran
down to the harbour and swam out to help us
paddle the boat back to land on
its side.

We were really lucky - several
other boats were abandoned on
the leeward cliffs including the
then World Champions and I am
forever grateful for the bravery
and camaraderie of our fellow
competitors, without whose help
I am sure we would have lost the
boat and possibly even
ourselves�

7. Best thing about DQSC? The
thing I love most about Dell Quay
Sailing Club is the relaxed, friendly
atmosphere - both in terms of the
people and the sailing waters�

8. Best piece of sailing advice you’ve been given?
The best piece of advice I ever received was from
Charlotte; When things go wrong, always try to
remain calm and focussed on the here and now, the
tactics for the next leg and sailing fast - don’t linger
on the mistakes you've just made�

Images: 49er Nationals at Aberystwyth c2000,Boss
Lake Garda Eurocup c1998, Int 14 POW week at Beer
c1993, Laser 2000 CYC c2009.
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Our communications’ strategy at Dell Quay
continues to evolve.

By way of background, our main tools to
communicate with members are the website and
eNews. There are also various informal WhatsApp
groups and some social media channels (Facebook,
twitter and Instagram).

Enews.

Following feedback at one of the AGMs and from
the survey, we’ve introduced a monthly eNews
which highlights upcoming events and news at Dell
Quay. The first one went out in April and is slowly
gaining momentum as we all get used to it. We aim
to publish the update as close as possible to the
beginning of each month. All areas of the club are
able to contribute. We have a list of contacts
representing each area of the club. If you’d like to
add anything to it, please send it to Anita Fulton
(honsecretary@dellquaysc.co.uk) by the third
Wednesday of each month.

We’ll continue with intermittent eNews’ whether as
reminders, calls for help or special items that
require a dedicated eNews.

Quay News.

We publish two Quay News’ each year, roughly in
the middle of the sailing season and one towards
the end of the year. This contains various news
items of interest, reflections on events as well as
stories from and about members. Whereas the
monthly update is mostly about the month ahead,
Quay News has a far wider remit. Again, anyone can
contribute to Quay News by contacting the editor,
Duncan Llewelyn (quaynews@dellquaysc.co.uk).

Website.

The website continues to balance information for
members and potential (new) members alike.
Various news items appear about events at Dell
Quay (e.g. race and cruiser rally reports).

In the autumn the Webmaster, Chris Rigg Milner,
will be leading a group to review the website and
possibly move it to another platform.

In the meantime, if you spot anything on the
website which is out of date or inaccurate, please let
Chris know via webmaster@dellquaysc.co.uk.

WhatsApp Groups

There are a number of informal groups; to join, just
ask the Group Admin (contact details in SCM).

Dinghy Racing - Will Parrett
Handicap Fleet - Sue Manning
Solo Fleet - Roger Puttock

How the club communicates
B�� Al���

Club Merchandise

£45.00 £16.99 £13.49

£3.95 postage per basket

Choose from the traditional logo or new style.
Link on homepage.

Dell Quay Sailing Club
Dell Quay, Chichester, West Sussex PO20 7EE

01243 785080

Editor: Duncan Llewelyn -send ar�cles to quaynews@dellquaysc.co.uk


